Class List
(See class schedule for current offerings)
Kids and Teen Classes:
#10 Kids Creative Sewing Lab
weekly, 1 hour each (ages 8-12)
$ 70.00 monthly
Introduce your child to the creative art of sewing. Your child will learn to sew by hand and on the
machine and be creating accessories and simple clothes before you know it! Class size limited to 4. Student
responsible for fabric and thread, fabric scissors and patterns for most projects.
# 50 Teen Creative Sewing Lab
weekly, 1 ½ hour each (ages 13-17)
$ 90.00 monthly
Teens are discovering their sense of style, allow them to create it themselves. Class size limited to 6.
Student responsible for fabric and thread, fabric scissors and patterns for most projects.
# 75 Teen Fashion Studio
weekly, 2 hours each
$ 130.00 monthly
Ages 14 and up with sewing experience
Do you have a teen that wants more than to sew the patterns available at the stores? Do you have a teen
that desires a career in fashion? This class is for them. They will improve their sewing skills, learn some tricks of
the garment industry, drape on a dress form, flat pattern, learn to use an 8 head croquis and design a create their
own basic styles. Student responsible for fabric and notions for each project. Basic sewing tools required.
#80 Kids Creative Sewing Camp (Ages 8 – 12)
Summer TBA
TBA
Spend a fantastic 3 days at our camp learning sewing, fashion design, and textile design. Learn how we
can sustain our earth and create great clothes for ourselves, and our friends. No previous sewing experience
necessary, but those campers that have not sewn will need to schedule a sewing machine orientation class before
the start of camp. Students will need a snack, all other supplies provided. First class: we will be dying fabric with
natural dyes so don’t wear your best clothes!
#81 Teen Summer Creative Sewing Camp (Ages 13 – 15) Summer TBA
TBA
Explore your creativity for a 3-day experience focusing on sewing, fashion design and textile design and
learn how to sustain our earth or redesign vintage clothes with a new twist. No previous sewing experience
necessary but those students that have not sewn will need to schedule a sewing machine orientation class before
the start of camp. Students will need a snack and a vintage piece for redesign (if desired), all other supplies
provided.
#82 Kids and Teens Holiday Sewing Camp (Ages 8-15)
Holiday TBA
TBA
Spend a fantastic 4 mornings at our camp learning sewing, quilting and design. No previous sewing
experience necessary, but those campers that have not sewn will need to schedule a sewing machine orientation
class before the start of camp (included in cost of camp). Students will need flannel fabric, quilt batting and a
snack, all other supplies provided.
#89 Kids Sewing Birthday Party
$20.00 per child
We can accommodate up to 8 kids for a sewing birthday party! Come in to choose your sewing projects
and schedule your event. We will prepare the Room for sewing; you bring the cake and decorations. Rental of the
Room is for 2 hours maximum. Add an additonal $20.00 clean up fee (can be waived if you clean up!)
# 100 Beginning Fashion Illustration
4 sessions, 2 hours each
$ 90.00
In the world of fashion, concepts need to be conveyed through drawings and illustrations. Express fashion designs
and ideas through artistic renderings of the fashion figure, showing apparel on the body and in “flat” form for
technical purposes. Supplies: 11x14 drawing paper, pencils, eraser, Prisma pencils in a variety of colors, markers (colors) any
that are available are fine,
but if able to purchase new, suggested are Prisma, Chartpak, Copic. No prerequsite.

#119 Preparing for Fashion School
4 sessions 3 hours each, 12 hours total
$145.00
Get a preview of some of the techniques you will be learning when you enroll in one of area’s fashion
programs. Practice makes perfect and this class will take the pressure off and help you get the best grade possible!
Supplies: Professional quality muslin, notebook, paper, thread, paper scissors and basic sewing tools. No prerequisite

Beginning Adult Classes:
#111 Terrific Tote Bag
2 sessions 3 hours each, 6 hours total
$72.00
This class will get you started. You will learn about fabric grain, pattern markings, laying out your pattern,
sewing a straight seam (harder than you think!), making a patch pocket, lining, possibly fusable interfacing, and
following a sewing sequence. All this and you end up with a great tote bag in 2 weeks! Supplies: fabric for bag and
lining, thread to match, interfacing may be necessary based on fabric choice, straps can be made from fabric or you can
purchase webbing or alternative, embellishment for pocket if desired. You may want to launder your outer bag and lining
fabric before cutting. Pattern for bag included in tuition, choice of 3 sizes. Basic sewing tools required. No prerequisite

#111A Terrific Tote – Advanced Edition
2 sessions 3 hours each, 6 hours total
A more advanced version of our tote. Pattern included in tuition. Supplies: as above

$72.00
Prerequisite: Some

sewing experience

#112 Pretty Pillows
2 sessions 3 hours each, 6 hours
$72.00
Pillows are a great way to start sewing. You will learn how to install a lapped zipper, ruffles, and piping.
Supplies: fabric for 2 pillows, pillow forms, zippers, cording or purchased piping. You may want to launder your fabric before
cutting. Basic sewing tools required. No prerequisite

#113 Beginning Quilting
4 sessions 3 hours each, 12 hours total
$65.00
This class is for beginning quilters, using a basic block pattern. Create a set of placemats and learn cutting,
piecing and joining blocks, as well as binding. (Class must meet minimum enrollment and has larger class limit than
others.) Supplies: cotton fabric, thread, and batting. Basic sewing tools required. No prerequisite
#114 Sewing Quick N Easy Gifts
2 sessions 3 hours each, 6 hours total
$72.00
Avoid the last minute rush for the holiday gifts by making your own gifts from the heart! Gift projects can
include zipper bags, holiday aprons, table runners, casserole carries, pillowcases, etc. Each student can make 2-3
items during the class.
Supplies: fabric and notions for projects – please review display items and consult with instructor before first class meeting.
Basic sewing tools required.
Prerequisite – suggest #111 Terrific Tote Bag or #112 Pretty Pillows

#115 Basic Sewing Techniques Series
1 session, 2 hours each session
$32.00
Learn a variety of sewing techniques that will transfer to your projects. You will create a reference file
with notes of how and when to apply them. Supplies: binder for samples, basic sewing kit. (Fabric swatches supplied by
TLSR). No prerequisite

115A What to Know Before You Sew 115B Hand Stitches and Hemming  115C Seam Finishes and Treatments 
115D Fullness  115E Facings, Curved and Cornered Seams  115D Bias Bindings, Sleeves and Interfacings  115E
Zippers 115F Closures 115G Knit Treatments for Swim and Lingerie
#116 Kitschy Kitchen Accessories
2 sessions, 3 hours each, 6 hours total
$72.00
Choose a kitschy cotton print and create your own cute coordinating apron, hot pads and mitt, hat,
headband or scarf. You’ll be the talk of the block barbeque!
Supplies: pattern, fabric, thread, elastic, purchased coordinating hand towel, double fold bias tape. You may want to launder
your fabric before cutting. Basic sewing kit required. Prerequisite - suggest #111 Terrific Tote Bag or #112 Pretty Pillows

#117 Mommy (or Daddy) and Me and Dolly
2 sessions, 2 hours each, 4 hours total
$50.00
(price for one parent and one child, $10.00 for each additional person)
Spend some fun time with your daughter and sew together and then bake or cook together. You will
make matching aprons for yourself, your little one, and her little one. Supplies: pattern (TBA), fabric for aprons, thread,
double fold bias tape. You may want to launder your fabric before cutting. Basic sewing kit required. Prerequisite – parent
should have some sewing experience

#119 Preparing for Fashion School
4 sessions, 3 hours each, 12 hours total
$145.00
Get a preview of some of the techniques you will be learning when you enroll in one of area’s fashion
programs. Practice makes perfect and this class will take the pressure off and help you get the best grade possible!
Supplies: Professional quality muslin, notebook, paper, thread, paper scissors and basic sewing tools. No prerequisite

#100 Open Sewing Lab
$10.00 hourly
Once you have completed the first class, come in to practice, use the overlock or other equipment and get help on
your projects.
Prerequisite – 1 sewing class
#101 Creative Sewing Lab
$12.00 hourly
Choose this lab if you need a more class-like experience while choosing your own projects. This lab limited to 4
students. Prerequisite – 1 sewing class
#120 Simple Skirt
2 sessions, 3 hours each, 6 hours total
$72.00
Create a classic skirt and increase your sewing expertise. In this class, we will review skills learned in the
first class and learn how to fit a skirt to yourself, fitting elements (darts, tucks, shirring), seam finishes, zippers,
interfacings, facings and understitching or a foldover waistband and hems. Supplies: pattern (TBA), fabric for skirt,
thread, interfacing for waist treatment, 7” to 9” zipper, hook and eye or skirt hook. You may want to launder your fabric before
cutting. Basic sewing kit required. Prerequisite – suggest #111 Terrific Tote Bag or #112 Pretty Pillows

#125 “Let’s Go to the Hop” Circle Skirt
2 sessions, 3 hours each, 6 hours total
$75.00
Have a dance coming up or just like the femininity of the traditional circle skirt? In this class, we will draft
the pattern to your measurements, cut the skirt and sew it together! All you need is the crinoline and the energy
to dance! Supplies: fabric, thread, interfacing for waist, 7” to 9: zipper and skirt hook. Basic sewing kit required. Prerequisite
– suggest #111 Terrific Tote Bag or #112 Pretty Pillows.

#210 Table Linens and Hostess Apron
3 sessions, 3 hours each, 9 hours total
$110.00
Get ready for the holidays and make your own placemats, napkins and rings, and table runners and a
matching apron. Supplies: pattern for apron (TBA), fabric for items, thread, interfacing for placemats. You may want to
launder fabric before cutting. Basic sewing kit required. Consider a winged needle for a tablecloth. Basic sewing kit required.
Prerequisite - #111 Terrific Tote or #112 Perfect Pillows.

#211 Dorm Room Delights
2 sessions, 3 hours each, 6 hours total
$72.00
Send your son or daughter to the dorm with items to make their lives easy and organized. You choose
your projects: robe, pajama pant or short, oversized laundry bag, bedside organizer, hanging toiletry bag, or
sleeping mask. Supplies: fabric for projects, thread, interfacing, (see supply list for each project). You may want to launder
your fabric before cutting. Basic sewing kit required. Prerequisite - #111 Terrific Tote Bag or #112 Pretty Pillows.

# 220 Fashion Sewing Bootcamp
6 sessions, 3 hours each, 18 hours total
$ 145.00
This course moves at a very quick pace, (a different approach to our traditional teaching method.) You
will create a skirt and blouse and learn basic sewing techniques and sewing sequence. Be prepared to do
homework! Supplies: fabric for projects, patterns, thread, interfacing, zipper, buttons. You may want to launder your fabric
before cutting. Basic sewing kit and sewing machine required or you may rent a machine from us. No prerequisite.

This course has a minimum enrollment of 2 and there are no makeup’s for missed classes.

#230 Perfect Pant
3 sessions, 3 hours each, 9 hours total
$110.00
Choose your pant pattern and we will learn to sew it using fine finishing techniques as well as fit perfectly.
It will become your “go to” pant style. (It could even become shorts!)
Supplies: pattern (your choice), fabric for pant, thread, interfacing 7” to 9” zipper, hook and eye or skirt hook or button. You
may want to launder or steam press your fabric before cutting. Basic sewing kit required. Prerequisite - #120 Simple Skirt

#240 Beautiful Blouse
3 sessions, 3 hours each, 9 hours total
$110.00
Blouses can be tough. They drape around the hardest area of the female form to fit and they can be labor
intensive. Once you have completed one, you can pat yourself on the back and say, “job well done”! In this class
we will practice the skills we have previously learned and add a collar, set-in sleeve, cuff, and buttons and
buttonholes. We will also learn more garment industry techniques to speed along your progress. Supplies: pattern
(TBA), fabric for blouse, thread, interfacing for front, collar, cuff, buttons as required. You may want to launder your fabric
before cutting. Basic sewing kit required. Prerequisite – #120 Simple Skirt or equivalent skill

#350 Fabulous Fall Dress
3 sessions, 3 hours each, 9 hours total
$110.00
#351 Special Holiday Dress
#352 Wonderful Winter Dress
#353 Sublime Spring Dress
#354 Simple Summer Dress
The name says it all. Supplies: pattern, fabric for dress, thread, interfacing, 22” zipper. You may want to launder
your fabric before cutting. Basic sewing kit required.

Prerequisite – #240 Beautiful Blouse or equivalent skill

Advanced Adult Classes:
#355 Little Black Dress
4 sessions 3 hours each, 12 hours total
$145.00
Every woman needs the perfect little black dress and here we can create the perfect cocktail dress. We
will learn some couture techniques.
Supplies: pattern, fabric for dress, thread, interfacing, 22” zipper. You may want to launder your fabric before cutting if it will
be washed. Basic sewing kit required. Prerequisite – #240 Beautiful Blouse

#356 Horrors of Halloween
3 sessions + consult, 3 hours each, 10 hours total
$ 120.00
Spooky costumes galore come from this class. Consult with the instructor before class begins, shop for
patterns and fabrics and come sew costumes for yourself and loved ones. Make them funny, sexy, or scary!
Instructor is a costume designer with a variety of experience making kids and adult costumes
Supplies: pattern, fabrics for costumes, threads, interfacings, closures (refer to pattern envelope). Basic sewing kit required.
Prerequisite – #240 Beautiful Blouse

#450 One-of-a-Kind, Perfect Fit, School Formal Dress 4 sessions, 3 hours each, 12 hours total
$145.00
Be the only one on the dance floor with your own custom style formal dress. Choose your own pattern
and our instructors will provide instruction in cutting, sewing, fitting, and finishing your formal dress.
Unfortunately – homework is required!
Supplies: pattern, fabrics for dress, thread, interfacing, closure, embellishments. Basic sewing kit required. Prerequisite –
Seasonal dress or Beautiful Blouse

#460 Workout Wear
2 sessions, 3 hours each, 6 hours total
$80.00
Burn off those holiday calories in the gym in a great outfit you made! Use knits and the overlock.
Supplies: pattern (TBA), fabric for pjs or yoga pant and top, spool of thread, 3 or 4 cones of thread for overlock, notions as
directed on pattern envelope. You may want to launder your fabric before cutting. Basic sewing kit required.
Prerequisite - #240 Beautiful Blouse

#461 Valentine’s Day Vixens
3 sessions, 3 hours each, 9 hours total
$120.00
Cami’s, panties, and bustiers, oh my! Learn basic lingerie construction and elastic applications to create
your choice of a sexy nightgowns, robes, tap pants, camisoles, bustiers, panties or bed jackets. Supplies: Pattern
(TBA), fabric, spool of thread, 3 or 4 cones of thread for overlock, elastic, stretch lace, ribbon, trims, embellishments. Basic
sewing kit required. Prerequisite – #460 Yoga/Gym outfit.

#462 Sexy Swimsuit
3 sessions, 3 hours each, 9 hours total
$120.00
Do you have an extra long torso or are large on top? Maybe you have had a mastectomy. Do you just
have trouble finding a cute and sexy swimsuit that fits you? Learn how to fit your suit, handle elastics for the
openings and create straps for tying and wrapping. We can even create a cover-up for lounging in. Supplies:
pattern (TBA), 4-way stretch lycra, bathing suit elastic, spool of thread, 4 cones of thread, elastic thread, cover-up fabric and
supplies. Basic sewing kit required. Prerequisite - #460 Workout Wear

#490 Fit Like a Pro
2 sessions, 3 hours each, 6 hours total
$72.00
Have you lost weight recently but can’t bear to part with your favorite top? Bring your garments to class
and we will evaluate the fit and determine the correct alterations to make that garment fit again!
Supplies: variety of garments for fitting, matching thread. Basic sewing kit required. Prerequisite – #460 Pjs or Yoga Outfit

#570 Man’s shirt
4 sessions, 3 hours each, 12 hours total
A custom made shirt – what a great gift! Minimum class enrollment required.

$145.00

Supplies: pattern, fabric, interfacing, collar interfacing, thread, buttons. You may want to launder fabric before cutting. Basic
sewing kit required. Prerequisite - #240 Beautiful Blouse

#551 Ladies Jacket Using Contemporary Tailoring Techniques
8 sessions, 3 hours each, 24 hours total
$280.00
Learn to make a jacket incorporating fusable interfacing and contemporary (and some traditional)
tailoring techniques. Practice your welt pockets! Minimum class enrollment required. Supplies: Pattern, fabric for
jacket, lining, fusable interfacing, twill tape, shoulder pads, sleeve headers. Steam your fabric before first day of class. Basic
sewing kit required. Prerequisite - #355 Little Black Dress

Workshops:
1 session Workshops, 3 hour each. Topics can include:
Learn Your Sewing Machine, Sewing Basics, Infinity Dress, Pockets, Survival Sewing, Embellished Collar, Zippers, Boxer shorts,
Bow Tie, Aprons, Embellishments, Using Sewing Notions, Clutch Purse, Collar Necklace, Hangar Covers, Zippered Bag, Hand
Sewing Techniques, Pillbox Hat…

Basic Sewing Kit Includes:
2”x 18” clear C-thru gridded ruler, 60” measuring tape, fabric shears, pins, pin cushion, fabric chalk, seam ripper,
hand needles, thread, a yard or two of plain weave fabric (like muslin).
Sewing Machines
You can bring your own or use ours, (ours have no fancy stitches or computer chips). You will need bobbins,
(bobbin case if not drop in), machine needles, screwdriver, and pressure feet for your machine.

Professional Classes:
Feeling like you need some more advanced techniques or have a desire to create your own ideas? We offer
professional skills classes in the following areas. Please call for more information or to request we add it to our
monthly schedule. Professional classes have the sewing curriculum as the prerequisite or equivalent experience.
#700 Pattern Drafting – The Basic Block
6 sessions, 3 hours each, 18 hours total
$230.00
Bring your measurements and we will draft a block to measure, fit the toile, and transfer it to hard paper – just like
they do in the industry!

#701 Beginning Pattern Drafting
6 sessions 3 hours each, 18 hours total
Once you have drafted your block, you can use it to create your own designs.

$230.00

#702 Intermediate Pattern Drafting
6 sessions 3 hours each, 18 hours total
Continuation of beginning pattern drafting.

$230.00

#710 Customizing Your Dressform for Draping 3 sessions 3 hours each, 9 hours total
Create a custom fitted cover for your personal dress form to use in draping class.

$115.00

#711 Beginning Draping
6 sessions 3 hours each, 18 hours total
Cutting and pinning fabric to create a 3 dimensional garment on the form.

$230.00

#712 Intermediate Draping
6 sessions 3 hours each, 18 hours total
Continuation of beginning draping.

$230.00

#720 Knock-offs
2 sessions, 3 hours each, 6 hours total
Copy your favorite garment into a pattern and sew a fit sample in similar fabric.

$ 80.00

#800 Bridal and Red Carpet Gown
10 sessions 3 hours each, 30 hours total
$375.00
The red carpet gowns have a secret – it’s in the inside! Practice piecing lace invisibly and your draping and
patternmaking techniques!
#801 Lingerie Making
6 sessions 3 hours each, 18 hours total
$230.00
Bras, panties, and bustiers, oh my! Learn basic lingerie construction and elastic and stretch lace
application. Student will create their own collection or practice individual pieces.
#802 Corset Making
6 sessions 3 hours each, 18 hours total
Taught by a professional corsetiere, learn to make a body-reshaping corset.

$250.00

#901 Renaissance Costume-Underpinnings 4 sessions, 3 hours each, 12 hours total
$ 130.00
Get ready for the Southern California Renaissance Faire and create your own made-to-order costume.
Come to the first class with your persona and we will start with the underlayers. Once finished, you will have a
chemise, corset, farthingale or petticoat and be ready to start the next class.
#902 Renaissance Costume – Outer Layers 4 sessions, 3 hours each, 12 hours total
$130.00
Once your underpinnings are finished, you can create the layer seen by the audience. Can include the kirtle (we
know, not seen but part of support), the bodice, skirt , frontlet, and sleeves. For the men, a doublet and slops or
pumpkin hose (or other style). Homework will consist of the ruff stitching!
#903 Renaissance Costume – Outer Layers
Capes and more Capes

2 sessions, 3 hours each, 6 hours total

#904 Renaissance Costume – Accessories 2 sessions, 3 hours each, 6 hours total
Coifs, French Hoods, rosettes, your choice

$ 72.00

$ 72.00

Private Instruction: Sessions with our instructors may be scheduled at instructor’s availability with fee of $35.00
an hour.
Are you interested in…

